The Stadium for Star Performance
With EJ the Most Grounded of All

Prima donnas and divas from all walks and twerks of entertainment and sporting prowess now have a bigger, more pampered spectator home-base to strut their stuff. The new Perth Stadium offers first class seating and catering for up to 60,000 hungry and thirsty fans. Of course, not all performers are flashy. Take EJ as an example, whose products humbly and discreetly support the drainage, electrical, data, waste water and sewerage infrastructure of this hallowed ground. Humble they may be, but EJ is a true star performer in its own right.

When you have 120,000 feet punishingly tramping all over this extensively serviced complex, the access covers and grates had better be the best in the world. The 50 food and beverage outlets comfortably cater for famished fans with no one more than 40 metres from an F & B station. But it’s their journey to and from their seats that is the focus for EJ.

So, in the construction phase, EJ was major supplier to partner pre-casters and contractors. The orders filled included square and rectangular gas and air tight covers for pump stations, drainage and electrical services. For sewer and stormwater management, TP800E 600mm diameter covers and frames were specified.

In areas where aesthetics are also integral, EJ came to the party with a supply of customized decorative edge covers and frames for changerooms. By the time the full-time hooter blew, EJ had also delivered galvanized grates, 75 metres of HEELPROOF™ trench grates and frames and 180 metres of stainless steel grate and trough for the stadium ramp.

In the wrap-up, it could be said that EJ can hold its head high in such star company as Ed Sheeran and Taylor Swift, and such up-coming sporting classics as the Manchester United game, State of Origin and Bledisloe Cup matches, as well as ongoing AFL, cricket and soccer seasons.

When it comes to stadiums, EJ is your star performer. To book this amazing team for your project, check in with your nearest management team or call 07 3216 5000.